16. INT. DINER—SUNSET

The calendar reads: June 7th the Day After. The glowing sunset illuminates the evening crowd. Cecilia frames a shot of Charlie sitting in the gas station. After snapping a picture, Sandy appears.

SANDY
Ya got any plans for tonight?

CECILIA
Not again.

SANDY
Just asking that’s all.

CECILIA
I have a date, all right?

SANDY
(Surprised) Really? I know you’re not going to tell me with who.

CECILIA
No, I’m not.

Sandy recognizes a bag of peanuts and an orange soda on the table beside Cecilia.

SANDY
Let me take a guess. It’s with a younger man (smiles).

Cecilia gazes at Sandy, returning the smile. Preparing to leave, she notices her grandfather’s pickup truck pulling into the gas station. It is loaded with fishing poles, tackle boxes, and bait.

17. EXT. GAS STATION—SUNSET

When Grandpa walks around the truck to fill it with gas, Charlie takes notice.

CHARLIE
Hey mista, where ya goin’?

Grandpa stands up straight, holding one hand on his aching back.

GRANDPA
(Startled) Whad’ya say son?

CHARLIE
Where ya goin’?

GRANDPA
(Under his breath) You don’t have to shout. (louder) Gonna do a little fishin’.

CHARLIE
Now?

GRANDPA
(Looking at the sky) After that storm, they’ll be mighty hungry tonight. Lucky if they don’t eat the boat.

CHARLIE
Ya gotta boat?

GRANDPA
Sure do though it ain’t much fun fishin’ alone.